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Awesome "19" in QURAN TESTAMENT and also in PSALMS-ZABOOR! =26/196-197 (2)

Salaam/Peace to All,

here let us perfectly proceed on our Way 
and clearly witness therein the next Absolutely AWESOME Miracle in "QURAN TESTAMENT,"
and then we shall clearly witness it also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR,"
in such an exactly Same/Similar manner, here Again,

and thereby we shall again clearly, perfectly and unmistakably Understand that 

the One and Only GOD  Whose  "Name"  is: 

in Arabic:  "HUWA  ALLAH" =    in Hebrew:  "YAHUWAH ELOAH"

this One and Only GOD has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT" and "PSALMS-ZABOOR"
for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Peoples of the World, 
for/in this Final Age now! 

So here, first of all, we should clearly see that 

the most Essential Name of Our GOD in "QURAN TESTAMENT" and in "PSALMS-ZABOOR"
are clearly taught (in such a perfectly parallel manner) therein, Respectively, as:

                            in Arabic:                                    in Hebrew:

ALLAH = ELOAH
                         (=THE GOD)                                (=THE GOD)

or/and

ALLAHUMMA = ELOHIM
                          (=Our GOD)                                 (=Our GOD)

or/and

ILAH = ELOHE / EL
                             (=GOD)                                           (=GOD)

So now let us clearly witness this Absolutely AWESOME Miracle in "QURAN TESTAMENT", 
in this Respect above, first of all, here thus: 

=Here again, first of all, QURAN TESTAMENT consists of "114 Chapters", in total, 

by the Perfect Revelation of Our GOD, from the very Beginning;

so there are "six Chapters" therein, in total, which are perfect Multiples (=i.e.  19x...) 
therein thus:

                                                                       total Number
                                                               of Occurrences therein:
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Chapter "19"     (=i.e.  19x1...)                              9            =("ALLAH"  =9 times)

Chapter "38"     (=i.e.  19x2...)                              5            =("ALLAH"  =4 times + "ILAH"  =1 time)

Chapter "57"     (=i.e.  19x3...)                             33          =("ALLAH"  =33 times)

Chapter "76"     (=i.e.  19x4...)                              6            =("ALLAH"  =6 times)

Chapter "95"     (=i.e.  19x5...)                              2            =("ALLAH"  =2 times)

Chapter "114"   (=i.e.  19x6...)                              2            =("ALLAH"  =1 time + "ILAH"  =1 time)

-------- -------

V V

"399" "57"

=19x... =19x... 

----------
*Please, absolutely note that 

we have perfectly included "Basmalah" (=i.e.  "Bismi  AL-LAH  Al-Rahman  Al-Raheem") 
which is a most specific un-Numbered Verse at the very beginning of each and every of those 
most special Chapters in QURAN TESTAMENT above, Rightfully, into the Account above,  

by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH therein, again, 

from the very Beginning, here ="QURAN TESTAMENT 76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29"
----------   

And please, absolutely note that in these specific Verses above:

---------------
5-  (those Disbelievers said):  Did he (=i.e. Messenger) make the gods --(worthless and obsolete, 
but recognized only)-- One "GOD" (=in Arabic: "ILAHAN" Wahidan), ......... 

(QURAN TESTAMENT Chapter No. "38",  Verse No. 5)   

-------

3-  (HE is) the "GOD" of the-People (=in Arabic: "ILAHI" al-Nas), .........  

(QURAN TESTAMENT Chapter No. "114",  Verse No. 3)   
---------------  

we have Perfectly taken into Account these two Words:  "ILAHAN"  and  "ILAHI"
in that absolutely most Miraculous and matchless Table above, 

due to the Fact that both of them are thus directly and unmistakably referring to our LORD "ALLAH"



from the very Beginning, above; 

but then in this specific Verse here:

---------------

65-  ... and  not any -other- "God"  (=in Arabic:  ma min "Ilahin"),  except ALLAH, .........  

(QURAN TESTAMENT Chapter No. "38",  Verse No. 65)
---------------

we have Rightfully excluded this Word:  "Ilahin" above,  
because of the Fact that 

it is Not referring to our LORD "ALLAH" therein, 

but instead it directly and unmistakably refers to all such false and imaginary "Gods"
thus to utterly refute them therein above (=19/81-82  &  25/43  &  38/6  &  ......), 

by this Absolutely Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD, 

from the very Beginning, again, here:

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30

So now let us clearly witness this Absolutely AWESOME Miracle above

also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR",  

in such an exactly Same/Similar manner therein,  
now here thus: 

                                                            --continues in the next post--

=And here again, first of all, PSALMS-ZABOOR consists of "150 Chapters", in total, 

by the Perfect Revelation of Our GOD, from the very Beginning;

so there are "seven Chapters" therein, in total, which are perfect Multiples (=i.e.  19x...) 
therein thus:

                                                                       total Number
                                                               of Occurrences therein:

Chapter "19"     (=i.e.  19x1...)                              1            =("EL"  =1 time)

Chapter "38"     (=i.e.  19x2...)                              2            =("ELOHAY"  =2 times)

Chapter "57"     (=i.e.  19x3...)                              7            =("ELOHIM"  =6 times + "EL"  =1 time)



Chapter "76"     (=i.e.  19x4...)                              4            =("ELOHIM"  =1 time + "ELOHE"  =1 time

"ELOHEKEM"  =1 time + "EL"  =1 time) 

Chapter "95"     (=i.e.  19x5...)                              2            =("ELOHENU"  =1 time + "EL"  =1 time)

Chapter "114"   (=i.e.  19x6...)                              3            =("ELOAH"  =1 time + "EL"  =2 times)

Chapter "133"   (=i.e.  19x7...)                              0            =(No occurrence here in any Form.)

-------- -------

V V

"532" "19"

=19x... =19x... 

----------

*"PSALMS-ZABOOR" Revealed unto Prophet David (PbuH) by Our GOD
among the Children of Israel therein (QURAN TESTAMENT 17/55  =  21/105-106)
is called "TEHILLIM" by Children of Israel.
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2619.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2638.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2657.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2676.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2695.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt26b4.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt26d3.htm

---------- 

Please, absolutely note that in these specific Verses above:

---------------
9-  From Heaven, YOU let the "Decree" be heard; the Earth has feared and become still.   

10-  Thereupon "Elohim" (=i.e. human "Authorities") arose to establish judgment, --(by YOUR
specific "Decree" unto them above)-- to save all the oppressed-people of the Earth.

11-  For human's wrath will (thus) thank YOU; (when) YOU (thereby) prevent the residue of wrath (of 
oppressive wicked-criminals on Earth).

-----

*Our LORD AL-LAH in specific occasions can thus use such human "Authorities" i.e. their capabilities & powers 

to prevent and stop the hostilities of such oppressive wicked-criminals on Earth therein. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 22/40

=  48/7  =  6/65  =  4/75-76)     

-----

(PSALMS-ZABOOR Chapter No. "76",  Verse No. 10)   

* * * * *



3-  And YHWH is a great GOD and a great KING above all "Elohim" (=i.e. such 

human "Authorities" again above).    

(PSALMS-ZABOOR Chapter No. "95",  Verse No. 3)   
---------------  

therefore we have Rightfully excluded these Words:  "Elohim"  &  "Elohim" above,  
because of the Fact that 

they do Not refer to our LORD "ELOAH" therein, 

but thus they directly and unmistakably refer to all such human "Authorities"
in this most specific Context therein,   

by this Absolutely Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD, 

from the very Beginning, again, here:

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*Please, absolutely note that 

we can clearly see it again also in these specific Verses here:

4-  You shall rescue the poor and needy; deliver them out of the hand of the wicked-criminals.

5-  They know not, neither do they understand; they go about in darkness; all the foundations 

of the Earth are moved.

6-  (Because) I said: You are "Elohim" (=i.e. such human "Authorities" above), and all of you are 

Servants of the MOST-HIGH, --(who are thus Responsible to rescue the poor and needy out of the hand 

of the oppressive wicked-criminals on Earth by that specific "Decree" of GOD
in this specific Verse above: PSALMS-ZABOOR Chapter No. "76",  Verse No. 10

(PSALMS-ZABOOR Chapter No. 82,  Verse No. 4-6) 

----------

thereby thus again we can clearly see that this Word:  "Elohim"

directly and unmistakably refers to all such human "Authorities"

in these most specific Contexts above. 

(PSALMS-ZABOOR Chapter No. 76,  Verse No. "9-10-11" = Chapter No. 82,  Verse No. "4-5-6") 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

So after clearly witnessing this Absolutely AWESOME Miracle
in "QURAN TESTAMENT" and then also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR",  

in Essence, in such an exactly Same/Similar manner above, 

now we shall clearly witness the Ultimate and Final Confirmation of our LORD
unto Each of Them, above, 

in such a "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS" Perfect Manner, in perfect succession,

now here thus:   

                                                            --continues in the next post--



"QURAN TESTAMENT"

< < < < < <
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"

114 + 095 + 076 + 057 + 038 + 019

"ALLAH"
or/and

"ALLAHUMMA"
or/and

"ILAH"

total Number of Occurrences
Above

< < < < < <
"Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs."

002 + 002 + 006 + 033 + 005 + 009

=19x ... =19x ...

                                                                          ==========                                          
and then

again
Also

                                                                          ==========

"QURAN TESTAMENT"

< < < < < <
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"

114 095 076 057 038 019

"ALLAH"
or/and



"ALLAHUMMA"
or/and

"ILAH"

total Number of Occurrences
Above

< < < < < <
"Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs."

002 002 006 033 005 009

=19x ... =19x ...

*Please, absolutely note that

because that the biggest "Chapter No." of/in QURAN TESTAMENT

is specifically a three-digit Number therein (=114),

so we have Rightfully written all of those "Chapter No.s",
and thereafter also all of those "total Number of Occurrences" therein,
lawfully and perfectly as/in three-digit Numbers, 
in this specific Manner above: 

114 = 095 = 076 = 057 = 038 = 019
< < < < < <

002 = 002 = 006 = 033 = 005 = 009
< < < < < <

in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Consistent manner, 
for/in both Cases, above,

by this Absolutely Most Wise and Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD, 

in this most specific Respect above, from the very Beginning, here:

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30

So now let us clearly witness this  Absolutely AWESOME Miracle  above

also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", 

Again, in such an  exactly Same/Similar manner  therein, 
now here thus: 



                                                            --continues in the next post--

"PSALMS-ZABOOR"

< < < < < < <
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"

133 + 114 + 95 + 76 + 57 + 038 + 019

"ELOAH"
or/and

"ELOHIM"
or/and

"ELOHE / EL"

total Number of Occurrences
Above

< < < < < < <
"Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs."

000 + 003 + 02 + 04 + 07 + 002 + 001

=19x ... =19x ...

                                                                           ==========                                          
and then

again
Also

                                                                           ==========

"PSALMS-ZABOOR"

< < < < < < <
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"



133 114 95 76 57 038 019

"ELOAH"
or/and

"ELOHIM"
or/and

"ELOHE / EL"

total Number of Occurrences
Above

< < < < < < <
"Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs." "Occrs."

000 003 02 04 07 002 001

=19x ... =19x ...

*Please, absolutely note that

because that those two biggest "Chapter No.s"  of/in  PSALMS-ZABOOR

are specifically three-digit Numbers above (=133  &  114),

so we have Rightfully written also those two smallest "Chapter No.s"
lawfully and equally as/in three-digit Numbers above, 
and thereafter we have followed this same Principle 
also with regard to those "total Number of Occurrences" therein,
in this specific Manner above: 

133 = 114 & 95 = 76 = 57 & 038 = 019
< < < < < < <

000 = 003 & 02 = 04 = 07 & 002 = 001
< < < < < < <

in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Consistent manner, 
for/in both Cases, above, here Again.

And now, we should absolutely note that 

these most specific Numbers we have clearly witnessed for/within "QURAN TESTAMENT"
in the previous post above:

114 095 076 057 038 019
< < < < < <



002 002 006 033 005 009
< < < < < <

and then these most specific Numbers we have clearly witnessed for/within "PSALMS-ZABOOR"
in this post above:

133 114 95 76 57 038 019
< < < < < < <

000 003 02 04 07 002 001
< < < < < < <

thus perfectly and equally consist of 

eighteen "digits" = eighteen "digits"

eighteen "digits" = eighteen "digits"

by this Absolutely Most Wise and Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD, 

in this most specific Respect above, from the very Beginning again, here:

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30

So Finally, let us clearly witness these  Absolutely Most Miraculous QURANIC Verses,
in this Respect above:

QURAN TESTAMENT  26/"192-197" = 46/"10-11"

now here thus:

                                                                  --continues in the next post--

==============================================================

192-  And certainly, "It" (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" with its "19" coded, 

most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein =74/26-30, 31
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it 



specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  above)

is a Revelation of the LORD of the Worlds.

193-  The Honest "Spirit" (=i.e. "Gabriel," PbuH =2/97) has brought it down. 

194-  Upon your heart, so that you may be of the Warners.

195-  In a clear Arabic tongue.

196-  And certainly, it is --(perfectly Coded also)-- in the "PSALMS" --(in Arabic: "ZUBUR")
of the previous-congregations (=i.e. thus specifically in the "PSALMS" --(in Arabic: "ZABOOR")
granted unto Prophet David -PbuH- for/unto Children of Israel and all Believers, Worldwide,

here =QURAN TESTAMENT 17/55  =  21/105-106).   

197-  So is it not a sufficient "Sign" for them that the Knowledgeable of/among Children of Israel 
should absolutely know it --(because it is already thus clearly and unmistakably witnessed
specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  above, 
also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", now, 
thus in Essence  in such an exact Same/Similar manner therein above, from the very Beginning, 
for/in this Final Age now!)--

V V V V V V V

10-  Say: Do you see, if "It" (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" with its "19" coded, 

most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein again =74/26-30, 31
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it 
specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  again above)

is from AL-LAH, and you (still) reject it; 

and a witness from the Children of Israel bore witness to "its Same/Similar" (=in Arabic: "Mithlihi") 
(=i.e. as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it 
specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  again 
also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", above)-- and he has believed, while you have (still) turned arrogant? 

(Then) surely, AL-LAH does not guide (such) wicked people --(until when/if they decide to repent 

and return to HIM truthfully here: 3/89  before it may be too late then: 4/17-18).  

11-  And (then) those who have rejected said regarding those who have believed: 

If "It" (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" and "PSALMS-ZABOOR" with their "19" coded, 

most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein above =74/26-30, 31)-- were any Good, 
they would not have preceded us in (recognizing and truly believing in) it! 
And as long as they choose-not-to-be-Guided thereby, they will say: "This is an old fabrication!"

QURAN TESTAMENT   26/"192-197" = 46/"10-11"

==============================================================

So after clearly and unmistakably Witnessing 

these  "1" and following "2" Most-SUPERB  Excellent "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

--due to/on  the "Left" sides  &  due to/on  the "Right" sides--  of/in "QURAN TESTAMENT" above,

and then again

these  "1" and following "2" Most-SUPERB  Excellent "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

--due to/on  the "Left" sides  &  due to/on  the "Right" sides--  of/in "PSALMS-ZABOOR" above,



thus  in Essence  in such an  exact Same/Similar manner  therein above, from the very Beginning, 
for/in this Final Age now,   

all truthful Believers (from among 
Jews, Christians, Arabs, and All Nations), Worldwide,
should/must Absolutely do this now:

=QURAN TESTAMENT   4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99 = "17/107-108-109"

before it may be too late then:

=QURAN TESTAMENT   "4/47" = 17/7-8 & 5/85-86 & 9/97-98

So Finally, let us clearly See this  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"

"Psalm-Zaboor, Chapter "76",
(=i.e. it is specifically "fourth" of those most special Chapters above)

and then also Finally,

"QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter "95",
(=i.e. it is specifically "fifth" of those most special Chapters above)

for the  "Eternal Salvation"  and  "Everlasting Benefits"  of all truthful Believers (from among 
Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all Nations), Worldwide, here:

=QURAN TESTAMENT  "2/136-137  =  17/55  =  21/105-106"

in this Final Age, now here:

                                                             --continues in the next post--

********************************************************************************

 "PSALM-ZABOOR  "76"



(1- רי��    ף�ס�א�ל    רֹומ�ז�מ    ת�ני���נ��    �����נ�מ�ל

(2- ֹומ��    לֹוד��    ל���ר���י��    םי��ֹל��    ה�דּוהי��    ע�דֹונ

(3- ןֹוּי���ב    ֹות�נֹוע�מּו    ֹוּכּוס    ם�ל���ב    י�ה�י�ו

(4- ה�ל�ס    ה�מ���ל�מּו    ב�ר���ו    ן���מ    ת���ק    י�����ר    ר����    ה�ּמ��

(5- ף�ר�ט    י�ר�ר�ה�מ    רי���א    ה�ּת�א    רֹוא�נ

(6- �ל   י�רי����א  ׀  ּו�ל�לו�ּת���א ם��הי�ד�י    ל�י���    י���נ�א    ל��    ּו�א���מ    א�ל�ו    ם��ת�נ��    ּו�מ�נ   ב�

(7- סּוס�ו    ב���ר�ו    ם���ר�נ    ב�ק���י    י��ֹל��    ָך�ת�ר�����מ

(8- ָך���א    ז�א�מ    ָךי�נ���ל    ד�מ���י    י�מּו    ה�ּת�א    א�רֹונ    ה�ּת�א

(9- ה�ט�ק���ו    ה�א�ר�י    ץ�ר�א    ןי��    �ּת���מ���ה    ם�י�מ���מ

(10- ה�ל�ס    ץ�ר�א    י�ו�נ��    ל�ּכ    ��י��ֹוה�ל    םי�הֹל�א    ט�����ּמ�ל    םּוק��

(11- ר�����ּת    ת�מ��    תי�ר�א��    ���דֹוּת    ם�ד�א    ת�מ��   י�ּכ

(12- א�רֹוּמ�ל    י��    ּולי�ב�י    וי�בי�ב�ס   ל�ּכ    ם��י��ֹל��    ה�והי�ל    ּומ�����ו    ּור�ד�נ

(13- ץ�ר�א    י���ל�מ�ל    א�רֹונ    םי�די���נ    ��ּור    ר���ב�י

******************************************************************************

******************************************************************************

 "QURAN TESTAMENT  "95"
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********************************************************************************

--continues in the next post--

*****************************************************************************************

 "PSALM-ZABOOR  "76"

-1)  For the Leader; on stringed-instruments.  A Psalm of Asaph; A Song-(of-PRAISE). 

-2)  In "Judah"  --thus especially, due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- is 

ELOHIM (=GOD) Known; (and)  In "IsraEL" HIS Name: EL (=GOD) is --due to/on the Right side 

of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- Awesome!   



-------

*  "IsraEL" means:  the "One who wholeheartedly Strives" in the Cause of "EL" (=GOD).

-------  

-3)  And HIS Tabernacle is in "Salem" (=i.e. "Land-Of-Peace"), and HIS Dwelling in "Zion" (=i.e. "Peak") --therein.  

-4)  (For) there HE has broken the arrows of the bow, shield and sword, and battle (=i.e. because it is Promised  
not for "war" but as a pure Land-Of-"Peace" above.) ---(Be-HE-Glorified.)---

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Please, absolutely see this "Land-Of-Peace" and the "Peak" therein,
as it has clearly and unmistakably been Foretold in "PSALMS-ZABOOR"
for all Nations of the World, for/in this Final Age now, here:  

"EXCELLENT MIRACLES (2)"
The Most-Miraculous Prophecies of Prophet David (PbuH)
especially on page no. 14  and  78-79  first of all, therein.
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL-2.pdf

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-5)  Enlightening (are) YOU, Magnificent, above/over all mighty mountains.  

-6)  (But) those stout-hearted have spoiled themselves, they have ignorantly-slept their sleep, and 
(eventually), none of (those) men of violence were able to lift their hands.

-7)  (Because) at YOUR Rebuke, O ELOHE (=GOD) of Jacob, both riders and vehicles have been stunned.

-8) "YOU," AWESOME,  "YOU,"
--thus especially, due to/on "the Left side"  &  due to/on "the Right side" of those "19" coded Miracles above now!--  
And who can stand before YOU, when/if YOU become Angry.

-9)  (Because) from Heaven, YOU let the "Decree" be heard; the Earth has feared and become still.   

-10)  Thereupon "Elohim" (=i.e. human "Authorities") arose to establish judgment, --(by YOUR specific "Decree"
unto them above)-- to save all the oppressed-people of the Earth. ---(Be-HE-Glorified.)---

-11)  For human's wrath will (thus) thank YOU; (when) YOU (thereby) prevent the residue of wrath (of oppressive 
violent-criminals on Earth).

-------

*Our Lord AL-LAH in specific occasions can thus use such human "Authorities" i.e. their capabilities & powers 

to prevent and stop the hostilities of such oppressive wicked-criminals on Earth therein. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 22/40  =  48/7  =  6/65)     

-------

-12)  So you shall "Vow" and shall "Fulfill" to YHWH ELOHEkem (=your GOD) --(your Obligations). 

All those around HIM (=i.e. HIS Promised "Land-Of-Peace" above) shall bring Gifts (=i.e. Charities in HIS Cause, and

for the poor and the orphans and the needy and the homeless)-- to the AWESOME-ONE.

-13)  (For) HE --thus especially, due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- shall Restrain

the Power of the "Leaders" --(to stop all "wars" and to establish absolute "Justice & Fairness & Peace"
all over the World), 
--due to/on the Right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- shall be Respected by the "Governors" of 
the Earth!   

*****************************************************************************************

*****************************************************************************************



 "QURAN TESTAMENT  "95"

In the Name of AL-LAH (=GOD)

The Gracious, The Merciful

-1)  By --thus especially, due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- "the Fig,"
and --due to/on the Right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- "the Olive."

-2)  And the "beautiful Mountains;"

-3)  And this "Secure Land!"

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Please, absolutely see this "Secure Land" and the "beautiful Mountains" therein,
as it has clearly and unmistakably been Promised in "QURAN TESTAMENT" (=27/91-93
= 28/57) for all Nations of the World, for/in this Final Age now, here:  

"EXCELLENT MIRACLES (4)"
The Most-Miraculous Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
especially on page no. 130  and  273-274  first of all, therein.
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL-4.pdf

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-4)  Indeed, We have created the human-being in the nicest upright form.    

-5)  Then We shall turn him/her into the lowest of the low ones --(here, in this case 
now: 4/17-18  =  22/72  =  85/4-10).      

-6)  Except those who --thus especially, due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles
above now-- "believe" (="amenoo"), and --due to/on the Right side of those "19" coded Miracles
above now-- "work" (="amiloo") for Righteous-Deeds; 

theirs shall be a "Reward" unending! (=32/15-19)   

-7)  So what would make you deny, henceforth, the (One and Only) RELIGION (here: 3/84-85)?    

-8)  (Have you still not comprehend that) AL-LAH (=GOD) is Absolutely "MOST WISE"
above/over (all) the wise ones?    

*****************************************************************************************

Remain in Shalom/Peace/Salaam.

And he  who  came  with  The TRUTH,
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE,
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, ....


